Hybridization of oligonucleotide by using DNA self-assembled monolayer.
The interaction between DNA immobilized on surface and oligonucleotides at the interface is important in detection and diagnostic processes. However, it is difficult to immobilize DNA with maintaining its activity and to realize an efficient hybridization in previous methods. Here, to establish a novel DNA-functionalized surface, the DNA self-assembled monolayer (SAM) was constructed on a gold substrate using thiolated DNA composed of double-stranded (ds) and single-stranded (ss) portion. The DNA SAM was characterized by surface plasmon resonance (SPR), XPS. The hybridization of ss portion of DNA was attempted using the SAM, and in situ monitored by SPR. XPS measurement indicated that the thiolated DNA could form a stable monolayer on a gold substrate through sulfur-gold interaction. SPR measurement implied that the long axis of the DNA standing on the substrate. These results indicated formation of the DNA SAM on the substrate. Hybridization of target DNA containing a complementary sequence for the probe portion was observed by SPR. Moreover, one mismatch of oligonucleotide could be distinguished using the DNA SAM. The SPR result indicates that hybridization of target DNA and probe DNA on the DNA SAM occurs on the DNA SAM.